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Abstract—Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) mesh networking is an
emerging technology domain that promises an important role in
the Internet of Things (IoT). Significant market opportunities for
BLE mesh networking have motivated the recent development of
two different BLE mesh networking standards: Bluetooth Mesh
and 6BLEMesh, produced by the Bluetooth SIG and the IETF,
respectively. These two standards follow different technical
approaches. In this paper, we present the main features of
Bluetooth Mesh and 6BLEMesh, and investigate their
performance characteristics and trade-offs.

I. INTRODUCTION
Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) is a low-power, short-range
wireless technology that was first specified by the Bluetooth
Special Interest Group (SIG) in 2010, as part of Bluetooth 4.0
[1]. Since then, BLE has become a fundamental technology
for the Internet of Things (IoT). In fact, BLE is suitable for
resource-constrained devices (e.g. battery-operated small
sensors and actuators), which are typical in the IoT. However,
in contrast with other IoT technologies, BLE also has
widespread presence in consumer electronics devices such as
smartphones. This distinctive feature of BLE facilitates
interaction between a user and surrounding BLE devices, since
the smartphone may naturally become a user interface and/or a
gateway in IoT scenarios.
For simplicity, BLE was originally designed to only enable
star topology networks. However, this feature would limit
BLE applicability in crucial IoT application domains wherein
a star topology network cannot ensure coverage for all
intended devices. For example, many relevant wireless
technologies in the smart home space, such as ZigBee, ZWave or Thread, support the mesh topology [2, 3].
Furthermore, the mesh topology provides path diversity, and
thus intrinsic robustness, which allows to better face radio
propagation impairments, interference and device failures.
In order to offer greater flexibility, subsequent Bluetooth
specification updates removed the network topology
constraints of Bluetooth 4.0 for BLE. However, such
specification updates did not provide mechanisms to enable
end-to-end data delivery in a BLE mesh network. In order to
address this problem, a plethora of proprietary and academic
BLE mesh network solutions have been recently created [4].
Nevertheless, such solutions do not offer interoperability
among products of different manufacturers and developers.
In order to overcome the network topology limitations of

BLE, while offering a standardized approach, the Bluetooth
SIG published in 2017 the Bluetooth Mesh suite of
specifications [5]. On the other hand, the IETF is currently
standardizing functionality for enabling IPv6-based BLE
Mesh Networks (6BLEMesh), by following a different
technical approach [6]. Given the potential of BLE mesh
networking, it is fundamental to understand the features and
limitations of the two main types of standards-based BLE
mesh network solutions. This paper overviews, compares and
discusses both Bluetooth Mesh and 6BLEMesh.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows.
Section 2 introduces BLE fundamentals. Sections 3 and 4
overview Bluetooth Mesh and 6BLEMesh, respectively.
Section 5 comparatively discusses and evaluates these two
solutions, while section 6 relates their design goals and
performance. Section 7 concludes the article.
II. BLUETOOTH LOW ENERGY
BLE defines a protocol stack (Fig. 1.a). At the Physical
layer, BLE operates over 40 frequency channels in the
2.4 GHz band. These channels are organized into 3 advertising
channels and 37 data channels. The Physical layer bit rate is 1
Mbit/s in Bluetooth 4.x. Further bit rates (from 125 kbit/s to 2
Mbit/s) were introduced in Bluetooth 5.0 [7].
In BLE, there exist two approaches for communication
between neighboring nodes. The first one is based on using
advertising channels, which are defined for broadcasting
purposes only. The second one requires two nodes to establish
a Link layer connection. Once connected, the nodes become a
master, which manages the connection, and a slave. A Link
layer connection allows bidirectional data exchange
opportunities between two connected devices every
connInterval over data channels. In this case, the full BLE
protocol stack is used. The Logical Link Control and
Adaptation Protocol (L2CAP) layer supports upper layer data
unit fragmentation and reassembly, and flow control. The
Attribute protocol (ATT) layer and the Generic Attribute
profile (GATT) layer define functionality for communication
between a server (e.g. a temperature sensor) and a client (e.g. a
device that collects temperature readings).
III. BLUETOOTH MESH
This section overviews Bluetooth Mesh. First, the Bluetooth
Mesh protocol stack is presented. Next, each Bluetooth Mesh
protocol stack layer is described.
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A
A. Protocol sstack
B
Bluetooth Meesh offers netw
working serviices and suppoort for
appplications by means of a protocol
p
stack (Fig. 1.b-1.c)). This
prrotocol stack ccomprises the Bearer layer,, the Networkk layer,
the Lower Traansport layer, the Upper T
Transport layeer, the
t Foundatioon Model layyer, and the M
Model
Acccess layer, the
layyer.
B
B. Bearer layyer
The Bearer laayer uses BLE
E (i.e. as definned in Bluetoooth 4.x
orr 5.x specificaations) as the means to carrry Bluetooth Mesh
m
messages. For ssimplicity, Blluetooth Meshh relies typicaally on
addvertising-baseed bearers (Fig. 1.b). Neveertheless, for nodes
that do not opeerate as adverrtisers, the GATT bearer iis also
suupported in Bluetooth
B
Messh by means of a special proxy
noode role, whhich relays m
messages from
m advertising-based
beearers to GAT
TT-based beaarers (Fig. 1.c), and vice versa.
Heereinafter, wee assume thatt when a Bluuetooth Meshh node
traansmits a message, the lattter is sent viia the 3 advertising
chhannels.
C. Network llayer
The Networkk layer offers end-to-end traansmission off upper
layyer data units over a Bluetoooth Mesh netw
work, by meanns of a
coontrolled floodding mechanissm. Message fo
forwarding is ccarried
ouut by Relay noodes. In order to limit the m
message overhhead of
the flooding meechanism, twoo techniques aare applied. First,
F
a
Tiime To Live ((TTL) field is included in each message header
h
annd it is decrem
mented each time a messaage is relayedd, thus
lim
miting the maximum
m
num
mber of hops for a messaage. A
seender can tailoor the TTL of a message to thhe hopwise diistance
beetween itself aand its destinattion. Secondlyy, each time a Relay
noode receives a new data m
message, the node stores iit in a
caache. If a copyy of the same m
message is recceived subsequuently,
that copy is disccarded by the nnode.
The Networkk layer also provides secuurity services,, as it
enncrypts and auuthenticates alll messages inn a Bluetooth Mesh
neetwork. Furtheermore, relevaant Network layer header fields,
including the soource address,, are obfuscateed in order too avoid
prrivacy threats, such as node tracking.
D
D. Lower Traansport layer
The Lower T
Transport layeer provides effficient segmenntation
annd reassemblyy for upper llayer data unnits that cannnot be
caarried by a sinngle Bearer layyer data unit. When segmenntation
is used, the rreceiving peeer endpoint transmits a block
accknowledgmennt, which repports whether the segmentss of a
m
message have bbeen receivedd or not. Thee sender selecctively
ments.
retransmits any missing segm
E
E. Upper Traansport layer
The Upper T
Transport layer offers three main services. The
firrst one is secuuring applicattion data by m
means of encrryption
annd authenticattion. Such seecurity functiionality is seeparate
froom the Netwoork layer one, as a measurre to further pprotect
the network froom eavesdropppers. A differeent applicationn-level
keey will be uused for eachh application, and will onnly be
avvailable to the communicatinng endpoints.

Fig. 1. Protocol staccks: a) BLE, b) Bluetooth Mesh (advertising beaarer),
GATT bearer), d) 6BLEMesh.
c) Blluetooth Mesh (G

T
The second U
Upper Transpoort layer serviice is supportt for
enerrgy-constraineed devices callled Low Pow
wer nodes (LP
PNs).
Thiss service is baased on a concept called frieendship, whereeby a
so-ccalled Friend nnode allows a neighboring LPN to operaate at
reduuced duty cyccles to save eenergy. The Friend
F
node sttores
messsages intendeed for the LPN
N while the lattter is in sleep state
to cconserve energy. Every P
PollTimeout iinterval, the LPN
wakkes up, polls itts Friend nodee, listens durinng ReceiveWinndow
millliseconds for ppotentially inccoming messages, and returnns to
sleeep state.
T
The third serviice provided bby the Upper Transport layyer is
periiodic transmisssion of netw
work-wide Heeartbeat messaages,
whiich allows recceiving nodess to learn the hopwise disttance
travversed by suchh messages and
a optimize the scope of data
messsage floodingg.
F.. Access layeer
T
The Access layyer defines a format for appplication dataa that
indiicates how succh data need to be handled, and supports endto-eend reliabilityy. This layer defines whetther a messagge is
acknnowledged oor unacknowlledged. In thhe first case, an
autoomatic repeat rrequest mechaanism is suppoorted.
G. Foundationn Model layer and Model layyer
G
Inn Bluetooth M
Mesh, applicatiions are basedd on a client-seerver
archhitecture, wherre servers suppport resourcess called states (e.g.
on/ooff variables aand their valuues) and clientts operate on such
statees by using messages (e.gg. to toggle a physical sw
witch
assoociated with an
a on/off variaable). A set oof states, messsages
andd associated bbehaviors relaated with a sppecific purposse is
called a model.
T
The two highest layers of thhe BLE mesh protocol stackk are
the Foundation Model
M
layer and the Moddel layer, botth of
whiich define moodels. The Foundation Moddel layer provvides
suppport for manaaging a BLE m
mesh network. The Model layer
l
offeers a framewoork for smart home applicaations (e.g. sceenes,
lighhting, etc.), as well as generic devvice and seensor
funcctionality.
MESH: IPV6-BA
ASED BLE MES
SH NETWORKS
S
IV. 6BLEM
T
The previous section overviewed the Bluetooth S
SIG’s
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Bluetooth Mesh standard. Another major standards-based
solution for BLE mesh networking, 6BLEMesh, is currently
being developed by the IETF IPv6 over Networks of
Resource-Constrained Nodes (6Lo) working group [6]. In
order to enable IPv6-based BLE mesh networks, 6BLEMesh
extends RFC 7668. The latter specifies IPv6 over startopology BLE networks by leveraging IPv6 over Low Power
Wireless Personal Area Network (6LoWPAN) [8].
This section presents 6BLEMesh. First, the background
concepts of 6LoWPAN and IPv6 over star-topology BLE
networks are introduced. Subsequently, the main 6BLEMesh
features are described.
A. 6LoWPAN
6LoWPAN is an adaptation layer that was originally
designed to efficiently enable IPv6 over IEEE 802.15.4
networks [9]. Like BLE networks, IEEE 802.15.4 networks
typically comprise resource-constrained devices, and offer
relatively low bit rates. IEEE 802.15.4 networks are
fundamentally different from the resource-rich networking
environments assumed for IPv6 when it was created. In fact,
an adaptation layer between the IPv6 layer and the IEEE
802.15.4 layer is required to comply with IPv6 requirements,
and for efficiency.
6LoWPAN comprises three fundamental mechanisms:
i) compression of IPv6 and UDP headers, ii) optimized IPv6
Neighbor Discovery (ND), and iii) fragmentation
functionality. The first two mechanisms allow energy- and
bandwidth-frugal operation. 6LoWPAN header compression
exploits intra-packet redundancy and an expectation of
typically used header field values. 6LoWPAN-optimized IPv6
ND reduces use of multicast and allows energy conservation
intervals by enforcing interactions initiated by energyconstrained devices. 6LoWPAN fragmentation supports the
transmission of 1280-byte packets (as required for IPv6) over
the smaller maximum frame payload size of IEEE 802.15.4, of
~100 bytes.
IEEE 802.15.4 supports the mesh network topology.
Accordingly, 6LoWPAN defines three node roles for such
topology: i) 6LoWPAN Border Router (6LBR) for routers at
the edge of the 6LoWPAN network, ii) 6LoWPAN Router
(6LR) for routers internal to the 6LoWPAN network, and iii)
6LoWPAN Node (6LN) for non-routing devices. A 6LBR
often supports several network interfaces, typically including
one that offers Internet connectivity. A 6LBR also manages
the configuration of a 6LoWPAN network. 6LRs typically
support only one network interface and enable the
connectivity between 6LNs and the 6LBR. Since 6LBRs and
6LRs need to generally be ready to receive (and forward) data
packets, they often require mains power. 6LNs are typically
simple devices that run on limited energy sources.
B. IPv6 over star topology BLE networks
RFC 7668 enables IPv6 over star topology BLE networks
by modifying 6LoWPAN for BLE [8]. RFC 7668 uses Link
layer connections over data channels for communication
between neighboring BLE devices. When an IPv6 packet

needs to be sent, 6LoWPAN-based header compression is
applied; then, the packet is handled by the BLE L2CAP layer.
RFC 7668 simplifies and optimizes 6LoWPAN for BLE
star topology networks in different ways. First, in star
topology networks, the 6LR role does not exist, leading to a
network comprising only a central 6LBR directly connected to
a set of neighboring 6LNs. In such scenario, a routing protocol
is not needed. Second, in a star topology, a 6LN can omit the
source address from the packets it transmits, since the 6LBR
can unambiguously infer that the packet sender is that 6LN;
likewise, the 6LBR can omit the destination address from the
packets it sends to a 6LN. Finally, 6LoWPAN fragmentation
is not needed over BLE, since L2CAP provides native
fragmentation functionality.
C. 6BLEMesh features
In order to enable IPv6-based BLE mesh networks,
6BLEMesh inherits features from RFC 7668, while defining
new functionality.
As in RFC 7668, 6BLEMesh uses Link layer connections
over data channels between neighboring devices. This
approach is different from the Bluetooth Mesh one, where
advertising channels are used as the main packet bearers.
To enable mesh topology operation, 6BLEMesh restores the
6LR role and requires an IPv6-based routing protocol. The
IPv6 Routing Protocol for Low-power and lossy networks
(RPL) is the main candidate routing protocol for 6BLEMesh,
since it is the routing protocol standardized by the IETF for
IoT environments [10]. Nevertheless, other routing protocols
have been selected for some IP-based IoT protocol stacks. For
example, Thread uses a routing protocol based on the Routing
Information Protocol [3].
In 6BLEMesh, the RFC 7668 header compression
optimization which allows omitting a full address can only be
applied in links between 6LNs and their routers. For example,
in a link between routers A and B, if router A receives an IPv6
packet from router B without a source address, router A
cannot determine whether the source of the packet was router
B or a previous node. Still, applying such header compression
when possible is useful since 6LNs are likely to be energyconstrained devices.
D. Upper layers
At the application and transport layers of the 6BLEMesh
protocol stack, any IP-based set of protocols can be used.
However, the Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP), atop
UDP or TCP, appears to be a suitable choice [11]. CoAP is a
lightweight application-layer protocol specifically designed
for the IoT. CoAP is based on the REST architecture, like
HTTP, and it allows the communication between CoAP and
HTTP endpoints through a translation proxy. While CoAP was
originally designed over UDP, use of CoAP over TCP has
been recently specified, as it is required in some environments
to traverse middleboxes such as firewalls [12]. Fig. 1.d
illustrates a protocol stack for 6BLEMesh, which includes
IoT-specific upper layer protocols such as CoAP.
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V. BLUETOO
OTH MESH VS 6BLEMESH:
DISC
CUSSION

A COMPARAT
TIVE

T
This section compares
c
Bluuetooth Mesh and 6BLEMeesh, in
terrms of the ffollowing perrformance meetrics and feaatures:
prrotocol
enccapsulation
overhead,
latency,
eenergy
coonsumption, m
message transsmission couunt, link corrruption
roobustness, vaariable topology robustnness, and Innternet
coonnectivity.
A
A. Protocol eencapsulation overhead
We define thhe protocol eencapsulation overhead of either
Blluetooth Meshh or 6BLEMeesh as the totaal header and footer
ovverhead addedd by all protoocol stack layyers to a useer data
paayload before transmissionn. We assumee that the useer data
paayload fits intoo a single Physsical layer datta unit.
T
The minimum
m protocol enccapsulation overhead of Bluuetooth
M
Mesh (29 bytess) is slightly greater than that of 6BLE
EMesh
(225 bytes). Onnly the loweest protocol stack
s
layer ((which
coontributes 8 byytes to the prootocol encapsuulation overheead) is
shhared by both B
BLE mesh nettwork approacches. In 6BLE
EMesh,
heeader compresssion is cruciaal to produce a 7-byte comppressed
IP
Pv6/UDP headder (in contraast with a 48--byte uncomppressed
onne). In Bluetooth Mesh, thee 9-byte Netw
work layer heaader is
the greatest contributor to pprotocol encappsulation oveerhead.
Thhis header inccludes 4 bytes used for secuurity purposess, such
ass identifying thhe keys used to
t protect a m
message, and pprevent
repplay attacks.
B
B. Latency
o
a
We now studdy the latency of packet ttransmission over
mu
multihop path in Bluetooth Mesh and inn 6BLEMeshh. This
peerformance paarameter is paarticularly critiical for appliccations
whhere a humann expects a qquick reactionn to an actionn (e.g.
turning on a liightbulb afterr pressing a bbutton on a rremote
coontrol). Such aapplications arre typical in ssmart home, a major
tarrget domain ffor BLE meshh networking. In these scennarios,
interaction is offten consideredd real-time whhen latency is below
5000 ms [13].
Fig. 2 depictts the whole rrange of averaage per-hop laatency
vaalues for Blluetooth Messh and 6BL
LEMesh, assuming
neegligible proceessing time annd ideal channnel conditions. As it
caan be seen, booth solutions offer flexibillity for determ
mining
lattency perform
mance. The reelevant involvved parameterrs and
m
mechanisms aree described next.
In Bluetooth Mesh, each hop contributtes at least thee time
required to trannsmit a packket via the addvertising chaannels,
deenoted T. Thiss time dependss on how BLE
E is implemennted or
coonfigured, andd may fall betw
ween 1 ms andd 20 ms.
In Bluetooth Mesh, when the next hop is a LPN, thee latter
wiill only be aable to receivve data packeets after polliing its
Frriend node, whhich happens every PollTim
meout. Therefo
fore, in
this case, the llast hop will contribute a random, unifformly
distributed, addditional delayy of up to PollTimeoutt. The
m
minimum and m
maximum posssible values foor this parameeter are
1 second and 4 days, respecttively. Remarkkably, the minnimum

Fig. 2. Theoretical average per-hoop latency of B
Bluetooth Mesh and
LEMesh, for theirr whole ranges of
o main settings. PT, CI, ECI andd RD
6BL
standd for PollTimeoout, connInterval, equivalent connnInterval and Route
R
Disccovery, respectiveely.

PolllTimeout valuue does not ennsure real-timee interaction w
when
the destination noode is a LPN.
Inn 6BLEMesh,, the time reqquired to delivver a packet from
one node to its neext hop (regarrdless of the roole of the latteer) is
a unniformly distrributed random
m variable upp to connInteerval.
Thee minimum vvalue allowed for this paraameter is 7.5 ms,
therrefore real-tim
me communicaation is possibble in 6BLEM
Mesh
evenn when the destination noode is a 6LN
N. The maxim
mum
connInterval settiing is 4 s, althhough a BLE slave
s
is alloweed to
skipp a number oof consecutivee communicattion opportunities,
leadding to a maximum equivaleent connIntervval value of 322 s.
Inn 6BLEMeshh, route disccovery may be an additiional
contributor to endd-to-end packket latency. If a reactive rouuting
prottocol is used,, route discovvery delay cann be estimateed as
twicce the one-waay end-to-endd delay. Proacctive routing does
not add a route diiscovery delayy.
C.. Energy Connsumption
W
We now studdy the energyy consumptionn performancce of
Bluetooth Mesh aand 6BLEMessh. We determ
mine the theoreetical
lifettime of a baattery-poweredd Bluetooth M
Mesh LPN annd a
6BL
LEMesh 6LN, based on currrent consumpttion measurem
ments
carrried out on an nRF51 DK hhardware platfo
form, and a baattery
capaacity of 235 mAh. We asssume that thee battery-pow
wered
device transmitss a data meessage perioddically. The data
messsage payload size is 8 bytees (therefore, iit fits into a siingle
Phyysical Layer daata unit) and thhe transmit poower is 0 dBm
m.
A
As shown in F
Fig. 3, the achievable devicee lifetime deppends
stroongly on the parameter setttings of the link maintennance
mecchanisms of Bluetooth Mesh (i.e. PollTimeout and
RecceiveWindow) and 6BLEM
Mesh (i.e. coonnInterval). The
maxximum and m
minimum vallues for suchh parameterss are
considered in Figg. 3, in order to determinee the full rangge of
device lifetime results.
r
The ddata message iinterval (DI) only
influuences devicce lifetime ffor relativelyy infrequent link
maiintenance inteeractions. In such
s
conditionns, device lifeetime
incrreases asympttotically with DI. The maxximum achievvable
device lifetime is 644 days.
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TAB
BLE I
SCENARIOS WITH
W
DIFFERENT NETWORK SIZES AND
A
DENSITIES

Fiig. 3. Lifetime of a battery-opperated device foor Bluetooth Meesh and
6B
BLEMesh, as a fuunction of DI.

Reducing coommunicationn latency (byy means of either
deecreasing PolllTimeout or connInterval)) decreases device
liffetime. It is ppossible to acchieve a 325-day device liifetime
wiith 6BLEMesh, while keepping single-hopp latency beloow the
real-time threshhold of 500 mss (i.e. for connnInterval ≤ 5000 ms).
Bluetooth Messh, the lowest assured latenccy is 1
Inn contrast, in B
s (for
( PollTimeoout = 1 s), whhereas the greaatest device liifetime
in this case is only 181 daays. Remarkaably, the operrations
caarried out by a device in 6BLEMesh every connInnterval
(w
which include one receive annd one transm
mit interval) connsume
lesss than 25% of the energgy consumed in a poll acttion in
Blluetooth Meshh (which incluudes three traansmit intervaals and
onne longer receeive interval). Therefore, ann energy-consttrained
deevice consumees less energyy in 6BLEMessh than in Bluuetooth
M
Mesh for a giveen latency targget.
D
D. Message ttransmission ccount
We now evalluate by simullation the messsage count (i.ee. total
nuumber of messsage transmiissions) of Bluetooth Messh and
6B
BLEMesh, forr a range of nnetwork sizes, node densitiees and
prrotocol param
meters (Fig. 4)). We assume connected, steadys
staate static netw
works without message lossees, where eachh node
seends a data message eveery DI to a randomly cchosen
deestination nodee. We also asssume that, in 66BLEMesh, shhortest
paath routes aree found and m
maintained byy the Point-too-Point
exxtension of RP
PL [14].
Fig. 4 illustrrates the averrage value off the total meessage
traansmission coount in the whhole network per time unit. Each
individual resuult has beenn obtained oover 100 diffferent
toppologies wherre nodes are raandomly distriibuted over a square
arrea. The detaills of each sceenario are shoown in Table I. The
cooverage area oof a node is 4000 m2.
The messagee transmissionn count in a BLE
B
mesh neetwork
coomprises twoo main com
mponents: i) data traffic, and
ii)) network maiintenance traff
ffic. In Bluetooth Mesh, thee latter
coorresponds to Heartbeat annd polling meessages, wherreas in
6B
BLEMesh it comprises link maintennance and routing
r
m
messages. Wee next anallyze how data
d
and neetwork
m
maintenance traaffic contributte to the totall message couunt for
booth BLE meshh networking aapproaches.
Bluetooth Meesh presents a greater numbber of data meessage
traansmissions tthan 6BLEMeesh, since Blluetooth meshh uses
(controlled) floooding, wherreas the latteer uses singlle-path
Bluetooth Meesh, each meessage
roouting. Furtheermore, in B

Sceenario
S
Size

Areaa (m2)

S
Small

255ꞏ25

Meedium

500ꞏ50

L
Large

1000ꞏ100

Verry large

1500ꞏ150

Nodde
Deggree
7
111
155
7
111
155
7
111
155
7
111
155

Scenarrio
Nam
me
S7
S11
S155
M7
M111
M155
L7
L11
L155
VL77
VL11
VL15

Numbeer of
Nodees
11
18
24
44
69
94
1755
2755
3755
3944
6199
8444

trannsmission is pperformed thrrice (i.e. oncce per advertiising
channnel).
R
Regarding netw
work maintenance traffic, iin Bluetooth Mesh
M
eachh node sendss Heartbeat messages
m
(whiich are forwaarded
netw
work-wide) pperiodically. Therefore, thhe total ratee of
Heaartbeat messagge transmissioons is a functioon of N2, wheere N
denotes the num
mber of nettwork nodes. In contrastt, in
LEMesh, eachh node sendss one messagge (which iss not
6BL
relaayed) per connnected neighbbor every connnInterval. Rouuting
traff
ffic is negligibble in compariison, as in steaady state and with
defaault P2P-RPL
L settings, thhe time betw
ween consecuutive
routting protocol messages sennt by a node to a neighbor is in
the order of hhours. Therefo
fore, the 6BL
LEMesh netw
work
work
maiintenance messsage rate depends on the nnumber of netw
linkks, Nlinks, whichh is smaller thhan N2.
T
The described features of ddata and netw
work maintennance
traff
ffic yield a meessage transmiission count oof Bluetooth Mesh
M
thatt scales worsee with networrk size and noode density (ii.e. a
greaater slope inn Fig. 4) thhan 6BLEMeesh. Howeverr, if
connInterval is seet to low valuues (e.g. to acchieve low end-toendd latency), the message counnt in 6BLEMeesh may be greater
thann that of Bluetooth Mesh, for the samee DI. This occcurs
maiinly in networkks with smalleer size or nodee density.
E.. Link corrupption robustnesss
L
Links in a BL
LE mesh netw
work are pronne to sufferingg bit
erroors, due to phenomena
p
suuch as radio signal fading or
inteerference, amoong others. Bluetooth Meshh and 6BLEM
Mesh
suppport different mechanisms iintended to tacckle this problem.
B
Bluetooth Meesh’s floodingg offers path diversity to each
packket transmission. In contrrast, 6BLEMeesh typically uses
singgle-path routinng for unicast communicatioon. Both Bluettooth
Messh and 6BLEM
Mesh support frequency divversity in diffe
ferent
wayys. In Bluetoooth Mesh, eacch message is typically sennt via
the 3 advertisingg channels inn parallel. In 6BLEMesh, Link
o
a frequuency
layeer retries aree performed (if needed) over
channnel that is uppdated every cconnInterval, aas long as the Link
layeer connectionn remains opeen. The maxximum numbeer of
consecutive Linkk layer retries in a Link layer connecction,
denoted R, is configurable.
In order to illlustrate the pperformance oof Bluetooth Mesh
M
andd 6BLEMesh inn the presencee of bit errors,, Fig. 5 depictts the
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Fig. 4. Message count of Bluetoooth Mesh and 6B
BLEMesh, for the scenarios show
wn in Table I, annd for various paarameter settings.. CI and HI stannd for
coonnInterval and H
Heartbeat intervall, respectively.

ennd-to-end packket delivery probability of bboth approachhes for
a network com
mprising M inndependent eend-to-end paaths of
eqqual characteriistics betweenn a source andd a destinationn, of N
ennd-to-end unccorrelated hopps each, and for a link deelivery
prrobability p oof 0.6. As shhown in Fig. 5, Bluetooth Mesh
requires path diversity in ordeer to achieve hhigh packet deelivery
peerformance, esspecially for loong end-to-ennd paths. In coontrast,
6B
BLEMesh appproaches ideaal packet delivvery probabiliity, as
lonng as R is seet to a high eenough value (e.g. a 99% ppacket
deelivery probabbility is achievved for a 10-hop path for R ≥ 7
annd p=0.6), at thhe expense of latency increaase.
F
F. Variable ttopology robusstness
A BLE meesh network exhibits varriable topologgy for
seeveral reasons, including noode mobility oor node failurre. If a
paath being usedd in 6BLEMessh for end-to--end communiication
fails, an alternattive path (if anny) is only useed after detecttion of
me routing prootocols may nneed to
the problem. Inn addition, som
reactively discoover an alternnative path. In consequennce, in
BLEMesh, a topology change prrevents end-to-end
6B
coonnectivity duuring significaant time, typiccally in the orrder of
at least severaal seconds. IInstead, the fflooding, muultipath
appproach in Blluetooth Messh allows conntinuous end-to-end
paacket delivery,, as long as ann alternative paath between thhe two
coommunicating endpoints exiists.
G. Internet cconnectivity
While 6BLE
EMesh naturallly supports IPv6-based
I
Innternet
coonnectivity, tthe Bluetootth Mesh sttandard doess not.
Thherefore, connnectivity of B
Bluetooth Messh devices wiith the
Innternet requirees a protocol translation gaateway between the
Blluetooth Messh network aand the Interrnet. The prrotocol
traanslation gateeway transform
ms message fformats receivved on
onne interface too those used oon the other oone, and vice versa.
Thhis solution iss feasible, andd even desirablle in some casses for
the sake of privacy for the Blluetooth Meshh network. How
wever,
it limits appplication deevelopment scalability (since
appplications on the Bluetoothh Mesh netwoork side needd to be
deesigned speciffically for Bluuetooth Mesh, and cannot be used
ovver other technnologies), it enncumbers prootocol consisteency at

bothh sides of the pprotocol transslation gatewayy, and it preclludes
use of well-know
wn IP-based toools and protoccols for end-too-end
connnectivity, secuurity and manaagement.
VI. DESIGN GOALSS AND PERFOR
RMANCE
T
The different ccharacteristicss and perform
mance of Bluettooth
Messh and 6BLEM
Mesh are due tto their respecctive design gooals.
T
The main appllication domain for Bluetoooth Mesh is ssmart
hom
me. In this doomain, small network diam
meter (often up
u to
4 hhops [2]) and good path diversity
d
are eexpected. In such
conditions, Bluettooth Mesh’s flooding perrforms reasonnably
well in terms of message transmission count and link
corrruption robusttness, while avvoiding connectivity gaps duue to
topoology changess. In contrast, 6BLEMesh w
was not createdd for
a particular appllication area. 6BLEMesh follows a genneric
approach based on unicast routing on top of typically
Mesh,
perssistent Link layer conneections. Thus, in 6BLEM
messsage transmiission count and link corrruption resiliiency
scalle better withh network sizze and densitty than Bluettooth
Messh, at the penaalty of connecttivity gaps afteer route failures.
F
Finally, note thhat intrinsic Innternet connecctivity supportt was
not considered for Bluetootth Mesh, whhereas it waas a
funddamental goall for 6BLEMesh leading too the IPv6-ceentric
desiign of the latteer.

Fig. 5. Packet deliveery probability forr Bluetooth Meshh and 6BLEMesh for a
work comprising M independent N
N-hop paths betweeen two endpoints and
netw
R reetries, for p=0.6.
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VII. CONCLUSIONS
Bluetooth Mesh and 6BLEMesh offer fundamentally
different BLE mesh networking solutions. Their performance
depends significantly on their parameter configuration.
Nevertheless, the following conclusions can be obtained.
Bluetooth Mesh exhibits slightly greater protocol
encapsulation overhead than 6BLEmesh. Both Bluetooth
Mesh and 6BLEMesh offer flexibility to configure per-hop
latency. For a given latency target, 6BLEMesh offers lower
energy consumption. In terms of message transmission count,
both solutions may offer relatively similar performance for
small networks; however, 6BLEMesh scales better with
network size and density. 6BLEMesh approaches ideal packet
delivery probability in the presence of bit errors for most
parameter settings (at the expense of latency increase),
whereas Bluetooth Mesh requires path diversity to achieve
similar performance. Bluetooth Mesh does not suffer the
connectivity gaps experimented by 6BLEMesh due to
topology changes. Finally, 6BLEMesh naturally supports IPbased Internet connectivity, whereas Bluetooth Mesh requires
a protocol translation gateway.
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LIST OF ACRONYMS
6BLEMesh:
6LBR:
6LN:
6LoWPAN:
6LR:
ATT:
BLE:
CoAP:
DI:
GATT:
IoT:
L2CAP:
LPN:
ND:
RPL:
TTL:

IPv6-based BLE Mesh Networks
6LoWPAN Border Router
6LoWPAN Node
IPv6 over Low Power Wireless Personal Area Network
6LoWPAN Router
Attribute protocol
Bluetooth Low Energy
Constrained Application Protocol
Data message interval
Generic Attribute profile
Internet of Things
Logical Link Control and Adaptation Protocol
Low Power node
Neighbor Discovery
Routing Protocol for Low-power and lossy networks
Time To Live
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